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4'~A S 4 ~DIGEST:
Where it is predetermined that pursuant to a change of
station it would be cheaper to ship employee's household
goods on GBL and employee elects to ship part by GBL and
part by U--Haul employee would be limited to reimburse--
went as if shipment had been made in one lot on GBL.

The Conrigtler, Department of Medicine and Surgery, Veterans
Administration, requests an advance decision concerning claims by
employees for transportation charges on shipments of household
goods tron their official stations under an authorization to ship
by Government bill of lading (GBEL). Part of the authorized weight
was shipped on GBL and part by the employee by use of U-Haul.

Paragraph 2-8.3(2) of the Federal Travel Regulations (FPI-R
101-7) (May 1973), implementing 5 T.S.C. 5724(c) (1970), sets
forth the commuted rate system, under which the employee makes
his own arrangements for moving his household goods, and is paid
an allowance deteniined by the weight arid distance of the shipment
rather than by Lhe actual cost of the shipments

Paragraph 2-8.3c(3) (May 1973) of those regulations provides:

"(3) Polic2. The general policy is that commuted
rates shall be used for transportation of employee's
household goods when individual transfers arc involved,
and that appropriate action, depending on the amount
of gocds to be transported, shall be taken to estimate
and compare actual expense method costs with commuted
rate costs when groups of employees are transferred
between the sane official stations at approximately
the same time so that the method resulting in less
cost to the Government may be used. Specific
procedures to be followed are contained in paragraph]
2-8. 3c (4) ."

Further, paragraph 2-8.3c(4)(a) (May 1973) provides:
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"(a) Individual transfers. Agency experience
with the actual expense method hp' shown that
shipment by Government bill of lading does not result
in savings simply because a itne-haul [rate] discount
is available. Therefore, the commuted rate Syrtem
shall be used for individual transfers without
consideration being given tIe actual expense method,
except that the actual expense method may be utled
if the actual costs to be incurred by the Government
for packing and other accessorial services are
predetermined (at least as to price per 100 pounds)
and if that method is expected to result in a real
savings to the Government of $100 or more. * * *.;

Under these regulations, an employee may be authorizes
shipment of his household goods by Government bill of lading only
whr- the actual costs to be incurred for packing and other
accessorial services are predetermined and the actual expense
method is expectad to result in a savings to the Government. We
assuwe that an appropriate administrative predetermination will be
made when a Government bill of lading is to be used. And once
that determination Ls made, payment will be made in accordance
with that authorization. See B-168466, January 21, 1970;
B-17U068, August 5, 1970.

Paragraph 2-8.2d (May 1973) of the FTR provides in pertinent
part:

"Cost of transportation of household goods may
be paid by the Governmant whether the shipment
originates at th2 employee's last official station or
place of residence or at some other potnt, or if part
of the shipment originates at the last official
station and the remainder at one or more other
pcints. Similarly these expenses are allowable
whether the point of destination is the new official
station or some other point selected by the employee,
or if the destination for patc of the property is
the new official station and the remainder is shipped
to one or more other points. However, the total
amount which may be paid or reimbursed by the
Government snall not exceed the cost of transporting
the property in one lot by the most economical route
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from the lust official station of the transferrin1
employee (or the place of actual residence of the
new appointte at time of appointmer.;) to the new
official station * * *." (Emphasis ours.)

Consistent with this paragraph our Office haa held that when
an employee's hourehold effects ara transported from his official
station in two or more shipments, the total amount which may be
paid or reimbursed by the Government should not exceed the cost
of transporting the property in one lot by the most economical
route. B-187736, May 31, 1977; B-1273557, August 30, 1971.

Thus, where. pn employee elects to ship part of the authorized
weight of household goods oa a Government bill of lading and part
by rented U-Haul after it is predetermined by his agency that the
actuaal expense method (CBL) would resiult in a saving to the
Governmr-nt, the employee cannot be paid or reimbursed more than the
cost to 3bip the total weight in one lot on a Government bill of
lading.

Two examples we.:e Lurnished by the Controiicr In each case
it would appear that shipment by CBL has been det,-rined by the
Veterans Administration to be more economical than Ghipment under
the conmuted rate syster. In the first case, 660 pounds of house-
hold goods ware shipped by U-Haul and 9,520 pounds by GBL. In the
second c:asc, 2,020 pounds of household good.; were shipped by U-H1aul
and 5,900 pounds by GBL. Thus, in both cases the total weight
shipped was within the authorized *zeight allowance of 11,000 pounds.
Ac.ordingly, the maximum amount allowable in each case is the cost
which would have been incurred for shipment in one lot by GBL.

DeputT Genera
of tbe United States
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